
The New Gay Man lifestyle is not the sweet, gentle thing you have been told it is. 
Instead it is based on organised, clandestine pederasty and the ruthless exploitation of 
boys. Within it, young boys, the modern erominos, are seduced by older pederasts. 
When they become older themselves, and so unattractive, they become the erastes to 
a new generation of erominos in turn. In contrast to the Greek system, however, these 
individuals are not training boys to be men, but only to be pederasts like themselves. 

Young feminine homosexual boys want real heterosexual men, but there is ZERO 
chance of them getting one, as 'gay boys'. Absolutely none. So they are thrown to the 
pederasts of the New Gay Man lifestyle, which has managed to persuade legislators of 
its innocence.  There is an escape route, though. 

 

 

Straight men and HSTS 

Feminine homosexual males sit on a scale of development, or an aetiology, with 
Male-to-Feminine (MtF) Homosexual Transsexuals (HSTS), or transwomen. 

Contrary to what you might think, there are many straight men who would willingly 
have a relationship with such transwoman, as long as she satisfied his expectations of 
femininity. This is not homophobia; it's just a reflection of the fact that heterosexual 
men avoid physical relationships with other men. They are attracted to femininity and 
repulsed by masculinity. Even the attenuated masculinity of a feminine homosexual 
boy is enough to trigger their revulsion response. 

That such men exist, and in increasing numbers, is clear from observing situations 
where HSTS transwomen congregate and by discussing this with them. And this has a 
cumulative effect: the more men are prepared to be the partners of MtF transsexuals, 
the more young HSTS are encouraged to transition. 

The old threat of a miserable, lonely life as a transwoman is paper-thin, today. The 
ever-popular, glib solace that this fate can so easily be avoided simply by being a 
good boy, doing as the doctor tells you and donating your body and life to the 
pederasts of the New Gay Man lifestyle, simply will not wash, now,. There are too 
many publicly visible HSTS transwomen in successful relationships with straight 
men. At the same time, the reality of the New Gay Man meat-market has become 



increasingly hard to conceal and its true, exploitative nature is more and more 
revealed. 

The young people we are talking about are not fools: they know that the visible ones 
are but the tip of the iceberg. Across social media and in private chat-rooms, they 
discover others who have walked the same path, successfully, and are now living 
happily as women. 

Today that means, for such a boy, attracted to straight men, the largest potential 
dating pool can be accessed by transitioning into a convincing woman and not by 
remaining a gay boy. And now, he knows it. 

 

The New Gay Man Pederasts and the great con trick 

This is where the New Gay Man comes in. While in many parts of the world, it is 
simply an expectation that transgender homosexuals, that is, feminine homosexual 
boys and masculine girls, will transition and live as the opposite sex, the 
overwhelming rejection of male femininity in the Anglophone West has led to the 
development of a male homosexual project that I call the New Gay Man. This is the 
front organisation for a group of pederasts who ruthlessly prey on boys. And worse, 
they have persuaded many that this is acceptable behaviour, and an acceptable fate for 
our sons. 

Nazi hyper-masculine pederasts 
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The New Gay Man lifestyle, despite its cachet of fashionable Political Correctness, is 
pervaded by pederasts. Many of these were once boys, seduced into the lifestyle and 
duly penetrated by a succession of men whose sexual appetite can never be satisfied, 
because they are actually women pretending to be men. But they were conditioned, 
through the academy for pederasts that the New Gay Man lifestyle really is, to 
themselves become the trainers for the new generation of pederasts. These are not, 
however, alone. 

One other class of males in the New Gay Man lifestyle is made up of hyper-masculine 
narcissists who are also pederasts. These are sexually attracted to an image of 
unalloyed masculinity; effectively, to themselves, as pure, unsullied boys -- unsullied, 
that is, by infatuation or physical contact with women. They were described by the 
German sexologist Benedict Friedlaender, who was himself of this type. They are 
deeply hostile both to women and feminine homosexual males, as was illustrated by 
Friedlaender's public and enduring conflict with Magnus Hirschfeld, who was a 
feminine homosexual male. 

This type was perfectly characterised in Nazi Germany, the last true patriarchy in the 
Western world. It was a culture within which boys could be suitable sexual partners 
for men because they were not female. Women were regarded as inferior and even as 
tainted, so relationships with them were seen as demeaning. 

This type of man is, typically, horrified by the idea of female physiological functions, 
particularly menstruation. In Nazi culture, women existed to produce new generations 
of the Master Race. They had no power, authority or status; they were just breeding 
machines. 

  



A Spartan pastiche 

This was an ideology that was lifted in part from Sparta and remained, in many ways, 
similar -- a aggressive, imperialist, slaving culture based on a warrior class supported 
by pederastic homosexuality, with women kept away from men, where boys were the 
objects of male sexual desire. Yet it was always a shallow, vicious pastiche of the 
Spartan system. 

 

Spartan girls actually dressed and acted like boys. They 
wore short, athletic tunics and bared their breasts. They competed in athletics, often in 
competition with boys and even taught them the arts of javelin-throwing and other 
sports. Was this because the only way for them to attract a husband was to appear to 
be boys? Probably. 

But Sparta was certainly not an absolute patriarchy. It was a divided, two-group 
society in which the social spheres of men and women were separated. Within one 
existed a patriarchy and within the other a matriarchy. Spartan women were strong, 
owned their own homes and were politically dominant. When married, they would 
have their hair cut, dress as boys and then their husbands would 'capture' them; 
forever thereafter they wore their hair short to signify their status: equal to a man. As, 



of course, they were; Spartan culture rigidly divided the 
social roles and spaces of men and women, but at the same time recognised that men 
and women were equally essential to the overall success of the culture. This was 
remarked by other Greeks, especially the Athenians; it is also typical of traditional, 
two-group societies throughout history, the world over. 

All this is a far cry indeed from the Nazi interpretation, which shows the danger of a 
little knowledge. Nazi officers, conditioned by their ideology to regard sex with 
women as a distasteful duty, would take pretty boys as sexual partners. During World 
War II they became notorious across Occupied Europe for their sexual obsession with 
such boys, whom they kidnapped and coerced into sex with impunity -- something 
that is not often remembered in the annals of Nazi wickedness. One wonders why; 
might it be because it is too inconvenient a truth for the academic apologists for the 
New Gay Man lifestyle? 

The Hitler Youth 

 

Meanwhile the Hitler Youth became icons of desirable sexuality -- blond, blue-eyed, 
lithe, fit, Aryan and male. The Nazi obsession with 'healthy bodies' which included 
'naturism' and athletics -- even for girls, who would be made to appear like boys, after 



the Spartan model -- is a pederasts' delight,  in which youthful masculinity was 
beautiful and pure, and femininity was corrupt and base. 

Make no mistake, the pederasts' narcissistic obsession with the ideal of pure 
masculinity, too, is a central part of New Gay Man culture -- or did you think all those 
leather hats and quasi-Nazi dress codes were some sort of joke? 

 

Remind me again how the toxic, manipulative New Gay Man lifestyle is 
'better' than living a normal life as a normal woman in a normal way. 

For that is the central lie being promoted today, by feminists, New Gay Men and their 
'gender-critical' allies. You can see it clearly when psychologist James Cantor says 
that most Gender Non-Conforming (GNC) children 'will grow up to be ordinary gay 
or lesbian folks'. 'Folks'. Not 'people'. How down-homey, how familiar -- and yet how 
patronising and erasing of transsexual youth. It's the same old same old, dressed up in 
new clothes -- 'We don't mind you being a homo these days, you know, but you 
mustn't be feminine -- and never, ever be transsexual'. Thus, the society that spawned 
the New Gay Man exposes its ongoing prejudice; and worse, professionals like 
Cantor, alumni of the academy for pederasts, are assisting in casting feminine boys to 
the wolves. 

HSTS transition is  the only escape from the pederasts, for a feminine 
homosexual boy 

In almost all cases, Male to Feminine HSTS transition will be preceded by years of 
obvious gender non-conformity, including cross-dressing, crushes on boys, possibly 
canoodling with boys, rejection of masculine toys and games, adoption of feminine 
ones -- and this, even in households where there are no girl children. This can begin as 
early as age 2 so, by the age of 14 or so, the parents will have observed perhaps 10 or 
12 years of GNC. They either know what's coming or are inadequate parents. 

Intense and persistent, consistent GNC, when associated with high levels of stress and 
discomfort at having to appear in society as a boy, for a male, or a girl, for a female, is 
indicative of Childhood Gender Dysphoria (CGD). If this persists through puberty, it 
is a reliable, strong indicator that the individual will be transgender homosexual, that 
is, feminine, sexually receptive male or masculine, assertive female. 

Transsexuals are characterised by two parameters; they are intensely 
and exclusively same-sex oriented, in terms of sexual and romantic 
desire, from childhood; and they are just as intensely and consistently 
cross-sex identified, from the same age. 



Whether or not such individuals transition and become properly HSTS transwomen or 
transmen depends a great deal on the level of social intolerance they must face. Put 
bluntly, in tolerant societies, a majority will transition, but in intolerant ones like the 
Anglophone West, far fewer will. They have to run the gauntlet not only of the 
rampant political correctness that says 'gay is always better'. 

 

Brainwashing young HSTS 

Young HSTS are browbeaten with this lie by teachers, psychologists and doctors, by 
family and friends, as well as political activists opposed to what they call the 'gender 
binary' and want to see it destroyed -- and who know that HSTS absolutely support 
that binary, and the traditional masculine and feminine roles and values that underpin 
it. 

These activists want to see HSTS erased because they defy 'gender neutral' 
Postmodernist propaganda and stand against the  Brave New World, in which we shall 
all be genderless, soulless, personality-less, opinion-less slaves to the New 
Matriarchy. So they are quite prepared to throw HSTS into the gaping maw of the 
New Gay Man lifestyle. After all, for them, the end always justifies the means, and a 
few boys thrown into this relentless, soul-destroying, pederastic meat-grinder is an 
insignificant sacrifice, for them . 

The Choice 

There is a choice, for young feminine homosexual males. As they pass through 
puberty and begin to consider the life beyond it, they must decide whether to follow 
transgender homosexual aetiology to its natural conclusion and transition into women, 
or to submit to the relentless browbeating and sign their lives away to the 'New Gay 
Man' meat market. 

In other words, they must choose whether it is preferable, being strongly same-sex 
oriented and cross-sex identified, having exhibited childhood GNC, which developed 
into Gender Dysphoria and in adolescence persisted and deepened, to integrate into 
society as women and try to find a nice man to love, or to became a part of a culture 
notorious for risky sexual behaviours, HIV, promiscuity, emotional abuse and 
relentless persecution of feminine homosexual males for being feminine -- as if they 
could be anything else. 

Kill the lie 



We need to kill the lie, now. Everywhere in the world, outside North America and 
Northern Europe, it is recognised that the desire to be penetrated makes a male into a 
woman, sexually. That understanding is as old as writing, it's discussed in the Vedas, 
was implicitly understood by the Romans. 

This is the true perspective; the New Gay Man one is a lie and worse, a politically 
convenient deception. We should not be condemning young people to live a lie, just 
because it might be Politically Correct to do so; and those who promote this lie, and 
seek to condemn feminine boys to the pederasts, should be shamed. 

 

 

 


